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Questions 1- 3:
LOGICAL PUZZLES - 1
1) Five computers are arranged in a row. Toshiba is to the left of Sony and to the right of Acer.
Lenovo is to the right of Sony. Dell is between Lenovo and Sony. Which computer is
immediate left of the computer fourth from the left end?
a) Sony
b) Dell
c) Apple
d) Toshiba
2)

V, W, X, Y and Z are sitting on a bench. W is sitting adjacent to Y, Y is not sitting adjacent
Z, who is on the second position from the left end of the bench. W is on the second position
from the right. V is to the right of X and Z. In which position V is sitting?
a) Third to the left of Y
c) Second from the right end
b) Second from the left end
d) Immediate left of W

3)

Boat service to Elephanta caves leaves Gate way of India in every 1.5 hours. At the ticket
counter I learnt that the boat left 45 minutes ago. If the time is 10:25 am now, then when is
the next boat to the caves from Gate way of India?
a) 11 : 45 am
b) 11 : 10 am
c) 11 : 55 am
d) 11 : 25 am

Questions 4 - 5:
Seven flash lights with Blue, Golden, Orange, Pink, Red, Silver and Violet colours are placed
around a pond to light up the statue at the centre of the pond. Red light is fourth to the right of
Silver, which is second to the right of Golden. Pink is third to the left of Golden. Violet is not
adjacent to Pink. Blue is not adjacent to Silver.
4) Which light is second to the left of Golden?
a) Silver
b) Orange
c) Blue d) Pink
5)

Which is fourth to the right of Pink?
a) Violet
b) Golden

c) Orange

d) Red

Questions 6 - 7:
Arctic, Charger, Proud, Roar, Snap and Wild are six vessels designed by the navy for
underwater surveillance. Each of them has a different length and speed. The longest is not the
fastest. Wild is longer than only Pride but slower than Roar. Snap is longer than Arctic and Pride.
Arctic is longer than Charger. Snap is not the longest. Wild is faster than Charger. Pride is slower
than only Arctic. Snap is faster than only Wild and Charger.
6)
7)

Which is the third slowest vessel?
a) Charger
b) Pride

c) Arctic

d) Snap

How many vessels are longer than Wild?
a) 3
b) 2

c) 4

d) 1

Questions 8 - 9:
Five chemical agents Ammonia, Barium, Chlorine, Sarin and Tabun have different properties.
Ammonia is more alkaline than Sarin, which is more alkaline than Chlorine but less alkaline than
Tabun, which is more alkaline than Barium but less than Ammonia.
8)

Which among the following is second most alkaline among the given chemical agents?
a) Barium
b) Tabun
c) Ammonia
d) None of these

9)

Which is the agent with the least alkaline property?
a) Chlorine
b) Sarin
c) Barium
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d) Data Inadequate
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Basic Assumptions and Answers:
a) Your left is the left of the arrangement and your right is the right of the arrangement.
b) The person who solve linear (row wise) seating arrangement questions is supposed to face
the direction of people (or objects) in the arrangement face. (Eg: If the people in an
arrangement face sunrise then the person solving that arrangement should assume s/he
faces sunrise (east)).
Answers 1 - 3:
1) a (Sony) (Arrangement: Acer Toshiba Sony Dell Lenovo)
2) d (Immediate left of W) (Arrg: X Z V W Y)
3) b (11.10 am)
Answers 4 - 5:
R
B

G

P
V

O

S

4) c (Blue)
5) a (Violet)
Answers 6 - 7:
Arrangements: SHORTEST
SLOWEST

P W C A S R

LONGEST

C W S R P A

FASTEST

6) d (Snap)
7) c (4)
Questions 8 - 9:
Arrangements: (3 Arrangements possible)
ACIDIC
B C S T A
ACIDIC

C B S T A

ALKALINE
ALKALINE

ACIDIC
B S B T A
ALKALINE
8) b (Tabun)
9) d (Data Inadequate) (Actual answer: Barium or Chlorine)
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